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Objective of the study: 

Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs; e.g., abuse, neglect, and family dysfunction) are associated with 

several physical diseases and psychological problems in later life (Felitti et al., 1998; Reuben et al., 2016; 

Anda et al., 2006; Dube et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2017). These associations follow a dose-response 

relationship, in that exposure to more ACEs predicts worse adult health, including greater risk of heart 

disease, cancer, depression, drug abuse, and suicide attempt (Felitti et al., 1998). These findings have 

attracted attention from policy-makers interested in preventing costly adult diseases through interventions 

targeting ACEs. Consequently, screening programmes for ACEs are being implemented (Finkelhor, 2017; 

Kuhlman et al., 2018), with the aim of providing exposed individuals with interventions to reduce their risk 

of health problems. For example, children are being screened for ACEs in some pediatric primary care 

clinics (Purewal et al., 2016) and family-support services (Blodgett, 2012) through parent questionnaires. 

Adults are also being screened for ACEs in population-based health telephone surveys in some US states 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015) and in some healthcare settings in the UK (Larkin, 

2016).  

Although screening for ACEs and providing targeted interventions to exposed individuals could have 

potential health benefits, screening is not without costs. These costs include time, effort, and training 

involved in screening, distress linked to reporting ACEs, devaluation of risk in those who report not being 

exposed, and the risk of over-referring exposed individuals who may not ever develop health problems 

(Finkelhor, 2017; Kuhlman et al., 2018). To weigh up whether the costs of screening are outweighed by 
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the potential health benefits, it is important to evaluate the ability of ACE measures to predict later health 

problems. The current study will examine how well ACE screening measures predict later health problems 

by addressing four aims: 

Aim 1) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs predict mental and physical health problems in 

young adulthood. 

We will begin by assessing whether prospectively assessed ACEs predict mental and physical health 

problems several years later. Previous research describing associations between ACEs and health 

problems has largely been based on adults’ retrospective reports of ACEs (Felitti et al., 1998; Reuben et 

al., 2016; Anda et al., 2006; Dube et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2017), but screening children for ACEs 

involves prospective reports, usually from the child’s parent (Purewal et al., 2016; Blodgett, 2012). 

Because prospective and retrospective measures of ACEs identify largely different groups of individuals 

(Reuben et al., 2016; Newbury et al., 2018), children identified prospectively as exposed to adversity may 

not be at risk of the same health outcomes as adults retrospectively reporting ACEs. We will therefore test 

whether prospectively assessed ACEs predict mental and physical health outcomes at age 18 (mental 

health diagnoses, smoking, sleep problems, obesity, inflammation). 

Aim 2) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs predict later mental and physical health problems 

beyond other readily-available risk factors.  

We will next test whether screening children for ACEs could forecast later health problems above and 

beyond risk factors already known by professionals (e.g., sex; socioeconomic-disadvantage; personal 

history of health problems). This will indicate whether ACE screening could give ‘added value’ in disease 

prediction.  

Aim 3) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs discriminate between those who do and do not 

develop later mental and physical health problems. 

Whilst previous research has shown differences in health profiles between groups of individuals with 

different numbers of ACEs (Felitti et al., 1998; Reuben et al., 2016; Anda et al., 2006; Dube et al., 2001), 

the deterministic use of ACE scores in disease prediction is questionable because large individual 

differences exist in children’s responses to stress (Rutter, 2012). We will therefore test how well ACE 

scores can discriminate between people who do and do not develop health problems at age 18. For 

example, we will assess the proportion of individuals with high ACE scores who develop health problems 

(and would thus benefit from preventative interventions) relative to those who do not develop later health 

problems (and would constitute over-referrals to interventions).  

 

Of note, we will conduct parallel analyses in the Dunedin Study to test whether retrospectively screening 

adults for ACEs forecasts health at midlife. 
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Significance of the Study (for theory, research methods or clinical practice): 

This study will provide evidence to guide policy-makers and practitioners on the decision to screen for 

ACEs. For example, if ACEs predict health problems over and above readily available risk factors, and 

accurately discriminate between individuals who do and do not develop health problems, then ACE 

screening is likely to be a useful risk prediction tool. However, if the opposite is true, then there will be little 

value of screening for ACEs with regard to public health interventions. Although the decision to implement 

widespread screening for ACEs also depends on the availability of effective interventions to offer exposed 

individuals, the proposed analyses will provide essential quantitative evaluation to inform decision-making. 

 
Statistical analyses: 
 
Aim 1) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs predict later mental and physical health problems. 

We will use logistic regression models to test the association between ACEs (count measure) and mental 

and physical health problems at age 18.  

Aim 2) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs predict later mental and physical health problems 

beyond other readily-available risk factors.  

We will use multivariate logistic regression models to test the associations between: (i) readily-available 

health risk factors (e.g., sex, socioeconomic disadvantage, personal history of health problems) and each 

health outcome; and (ii) ACEs and each health outcome, controlling for readily available risk factors. To 

assess incremental prediction by the ACE score, we will examine the independence of the prediction from 

the ACE score from the effects of covariates and the change in the adjusted R2 values between these 

models, according to each specific health outcome.  

Aim 3) To test whether prospectively-measured ACEs discriminate between those who do and do not 

develop later mental and physical health problems. 

We will use diagnostic accuracy indicators (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative 

predictive value) to test how well ACE scores can discriminate between participants who will or will not 

develop clinical outcomes. We will also summarise the diagnostic accuracy for prediction of each health 

outcome with the C-statistic. 
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Variables Needed at Which Ages (names and labels): 
 
Study: E-Risk 
 
Age 5: 
 
sampsex Sex 
seswq35 Family SES 
totemoe5 Mother + Teachers TRF Emotional Scale (Ex Somatic) - Elder 
totexte5 Mother + Teachers CBCL Externalising Scale - Elder 

 
Age 7: 
 
totemoe7 Mother + Teachers TRF Emotional Scale (Ex Somatic) - Elder 
totexte7 Mother + Teachers CBCL Externalising Scale - Elder 

 
Age 10: 
 
totemoe10 Mother + Teachers TRF Emotional Scale (Ex Somatic) - Elder 
totexte10 Mother + Teachers CBCL Externalising Scale - Elder 
se22m10 Health professional diagnosed behavioural, learning, developmental or 

mental health problem 
pae2m10 Perceived overweight – research worker rating 

 
Age 12: 
 
pabsevtye12 Physical abuse 
sasevtye12 Sexual abuse 
eanseve12 Emotional abuse and neglect 
pnseveritye12 Physical neglect 
ExpV_DV510 Domestic violence 
fhanypm12 Family psychopathology 
fhsubpm12 
 

Family substance abuse (proportion of family members with valid data who have 
problems with alcohol or drugs) 

le1m12le7  
 

Parental incarceration/criminality (mother or partner been placed in jail or prison 
(even for one night) when twins were aged 10-12 years)  

fcevide12 Loss of /separation from parent (foster care or non-parental care through age 12) 
totemoe12 Mother + Teachers TRF Emotional Scale (Ex Somatic) - Elder 
totexte12 Mother + Teachers CBCL Externalising Scale - Elder 
se22m12 Health professional diagnosed behavioural, learning, developmental or mental 

health problem 
pae2c12 Perceived overweight – research worker rating 
CRPeg12 CRPmgL - Germfighters 

 
Age 18: 
 
dxmdee18 Major depressive disorder 
dxgade18 Generalised anxiety disorder 
sharme18 Self-harm 
suicate18 Suicide attempt 
dxalcdepe18 Alcohol dependent 
dxmarje18 Marijuana dependency 
dxdrugme18 Drug dependent (or on methodone) 
smkcure18 Smoking (daily) 
bmie18 Obesity 
crpe18 C-reactive protein 
psqie18 Sleep  
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